
Business Agility: Using Connectedness for
Competitive Advantage



Business agility, one of four core agility outcomes identified by IDC‘s Future of Connectedness Research Practice, is driven by
innovation, the ability to adapt to change, and appropriate investment in technology, processes, and functions that help
businesses gain competitive advantage. Business agility is achieved within the broader context of a connectedness strategy that
embraces network and IT investments necessary for an organization to function efficiently while adapting in real time.
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To learn more about the four agility outcomes, download the eBook - Creating a Connectedness
Strategy to Unlock New Levels of Agility

https://bit.ly/2WtUTiV


Addressing changing internal corporate and external customer demands cannot happen if organizations cannot connect systems,
processes, and people with data from inside and outside the organization and share it appropriately to make the right decisions.
IDC believes enterprises should adopt four key initiatives to improve business agility:
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A wireless-first roadmap that prioritizes public and private 5G, as well as Wi-Fi 6, for speed, agility, and resiliency

Investment in secure virtual network technologies that complement and can eventually replace physical networks

Network automation and intelligence that provides visibility into connectivity, usage, and threats

‘Branch of one’ investments that bring together a comprehensive set of technology principles or functions that place
connectedness as the primary outcome

COVID-19 created a sudden imperative for businesses to quickly pivot from office-based to distributed workforces, bringing
intense scrutiny to an organization's ability to adapt to new conditions. As organizations with technology bottlenecks were forced
to re-architect technology processes to adapt to changing work environments – or lose competitive presence and positioning –
business investment priorities changed with connectivity becoming an immediate priority for ensuring business resiliency.

Any connectivity investment in network, technology, solution, and process that focuses on improving IT and business efficiency to
strengthen enterprise's competitive position is an investment in business agility. Networks and IT solutions that can share,
leverage, and gain value from data through integration and open APIs facilitate greater business efficiency, eliminating manual,
siloed processes and ultimately improving business readiness and responsiveness. 
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Network connectivity is critical to
ensuring that businesses stay connected
with employees, customers, and
partners. As networks become
increasingly software driven, enterprises
must ensure that their network
investments adapt to this change –
without causing CapEx headaches from
the need to address hardware
management, migration, or legacy
retirements. 

The flexibility of technology solutions
and the openness of vendor solutions
will be important to long-term success.
Many of the key initiatives will be
optimized with the support of vendor
partners, managed service providers,
and system integrators.

Source: IDC's CxO View of the Future Enterprise in the Digital Economy Survey, January–February 2020; and IDC's COVID-19
Impact on IT Spending Survey, May 7–14, 2020, n = 483 (pre-COVID-19 priorities); n = 908 (post-COVID-19 priorities)
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Wireless-First Connectivity Strategy

Mobile network performance has reached a point where enterprise investments can eschew traditional fixed-line connectivity
investments in favor of a comprehensive wireless-first approach. 5G and Wi-Fi 6 performance capabilities enable organizations to
expand connectivity while reducing dependency on legacy hardware. An integrated approach – using traditional and private 5G
networks for office and field locations and Wi-Fi 6 for traditional office campuses – will help ensure competitiveness.

Private 5G Networks for Business Optimization

With the promise of gigabit-bandwidth speeds and the potential displacement of fixed line, fiber, and broadband services, IDC
believes that enterprises will see increased agility from basic device upgrades that bring faster speeds to internal devices. More
importantly, bringing transformative speed and low latency to more distributed environments where connectivity becomes critical
to ensure business performance and operations will spur innovation. Private 5G network offerings bring secure, scalable
performance, creating new opportunities for industries that use connected applications, IoT devices in the field, and management
tools to ensure business continuity, resiliency, safety, and efficiency.

Upgrading to Wi-Fi 6 to Support Edge, Cloud, and IoT Initiatives

Wi-Fi 6 solutions are starting to enter the market, bringing increased speed and throughput. The technology is well suited for
enterprise office environments and densely packed areas such as sports stadiums, airports, and large indoor factories.
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Callout or use this space for
Custom Solutions

It will act as an alternative, not a replacement, just as 2.4GHz and 5GHz on
premises play a complementary role to 4G/LTE. Wi-Fi 7 (802.11be) will be a
competitive threat to private 5G networks, and while IDC believes both
solutions will complement each other through the end of the decade, CIOs
should continually evaluate the technology.

Secure Virtual Networks

Enterprise-centric XaaS offerings have been available for more than a decade,
and, thanks to virtualization of the core network, network as a service (NaaS)
and SD-WAN now offer more flexible and agile connectivity options.

Network as a Service to Deliver Scale at Lower Cost

While NaaS is still early in its life span, its impact on enterprise digital
transformation will be significant, though migration from traditional networks
will require coexistence as organizations take incremental steps to migrate
traffic from traditional WANs. IT will need to carefully define core business
requirements, migration strategy, and technology road maps.

IDC eBook 
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Addressing Network Latency and Security Using SD-WAN

With the sudden shift from in-office to work-from-home environments, network shifted from centralized to distributed in a matter
of weeks. Enterprises and communications service providers were forced to adapt to ensure that businesses could stay connected
and resilient. Service provider SDN/NFV strategies that were slowly emerging were greatly accelerated with the rollout of SD-WAN
becoming one of the biggest drivers of virtualized services. The ability to connect remote offices and locations securely in a matter
of hours at around 30% of the cost of traditional MPLS is now a game changer for enterprise connectivity.

Network Automation and Intelligence

Network analytics solutions that simplify tracking, monitoring, and management through a single interface for visibility, will help
network administrators build network automation and analytics strategies that increase business agility. These solutions can
provide a wealth of network information (e.g., device status, bandwidth utilization, user experience, traffic flow) and intelligent
data analysis (often driven by AI/ML capabilities). Enterprises that are more cloud centric and native should adopt network
automation and intelligence strategies soon to ensure that new applications bring greater value to the business more quickly.

Adopting a Branch of One Strategy

Employees – both in-office and remote – are just as critical as the applications that facilitate mission-critical tasks across multiple
clouds. Extending enterprise-class networking should be a priority as enterprises build strategies for ensuring equivalent
connected experiences for office-based and remote workers. Download IDC’s eBook <Branch of One eBook> to learn more.
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Every enterprise road map for connectedness will have common goal but may differ in approach. IDC recommends:

Starting with the basics and reinforcing them: Keeping data in motion at the heart of any organization will only
happen when speed, automation, and integration are central goals that map to the future demands of the organization.
Enterprises should look at hybrid connectivity strategies to ensure employees can connect anywhere at any time,
regional locations can stay connected, and sudden business activity bursts do not stress the existing infrastructure.

Addressing restrictive data silos first: Solving the root cause of data at rest should be an overarching theme as
enterprises strive for greater connectedness, resiliency, and agility. Whether structural, political, or caused by vendor
lock-in, the best connectivity solutions can't solve legacy-ridden systems and processes. Start tactically and build plans
that ensure connectivity will not just allow data to flow to the endpoints but will also maximize value for users,
processes, and devices.

Measuring and tracking tactical and strategic successes of connectedness initiatives with KPIs: Business agility is
not an endpoint – it must evolve and adapt as organizations and markets change. Connectedness, however, is more
tangible and can be measured. Develop KPIs that track process and efficiency improvements.

Using a managed service provider to help address cloud complexities: Working with a cloud managed service
provider helps remove the complexity from the equation, enables external resources to help take over the management
of evolving cloud environments, and allows enterprises to dedicate more focus on external product and service
innovation.



Organizations that focus on technology investments to drive business agility will be able to pivot faster, stay competitive, and
build greater resiliency. Business agility will be achieved when network and enterprise IT architectures, functions, and tools
support a strategy that removes individual siloed functions, moves automation to the forefront, ensures interactions that map
to – and are aligned with – current and future business needs.
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To learn more about IDC's Future of Connectedness research, please visit
idc.com/FoX.

More information about business agility can be found in IDC's recently published
report, Business Agility Initiatives for the Future of Connectedness.

https://twitter.com/IDC
https://www.linkedin.com/company/idc/
https://blogs.idc.com/
https://www.idc.com/promo/future-of-x/connectedness
https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=US48014121

